Technical Bulletin
Dodge Charger Police Cruiser / Mini Cooper S
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer satisfaction, we recently made an update to include
instructions for inspecting the shifter/switch assembly.
We’ve received a small number of reports of the motor not working yet lights & sounds are functional. If your
unit has lights/sounds and the battery charge indicator on the dashboard shows 'fully charged' but the motor
doesn’t work, it is most likely due to a loose connection behind the shifter switch.
There is an adhesive applied to the connectors on shifter/switch, but these can sometimes work themselves
loose during shipping. Fixing it is as easy as connecting a speaker wire to your stereo system.
Please follow the below instructions to inspect your toy for loose connections;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Turn the unit off
Remove both seats.
Disconnect the battery.
Remove one Phillips screw from holding plate.
(Figure 1)
Set the holding plate and screw aside.

Remove shifter/switch assembly by pulling
straight up on the base. (Figure 2).
Make sure both black connectors are plugged
in and all the wires are fully seated.
Similar to speakers, gently push each wire into
its receptacle to ensure it is fully seated.

**You can also dab an extra bit of silicone or glue at this
juncture to prevent the wire from disconnecting again
(Figure 3)

9.

Before reassembling the shifter/switch back
into the body, test the motor function by
reconnecting the battery and turning the unit
on.
10. Lift the back of the unit off the ground and
press on the foot pedal.
11. If both motors engage and the wheels spin
then you can reassemble the unit. If the
motors do not engage the wheels, please
contact us for additional troubleshooting.

Please contact us at (877) 741-6154 if you have additional questions or feedback.
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